LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR RIVERSOFTAVG CHARTING COMPONENT SUITE

This software is provided free with source for your non-commercial use.  As long as it’s for non-commercial use, you are

	allowed to create and distribute programs and components using this component Suite for non-commercial use.  Your programs and components cannot be used by others for commercial use.  
	allowed to distribute the component zip file as long as you keep it intact, including this license statement.  You are NOT allowed to sell software that uses this component Suite without a commercial license.


Users desiring to create commercial software with this component Suite may purchase a commercial license for this product.  The commercial license allows you to
	create programs and component/property editors using this component Suite for commercial use.
	distribute the component zip file as long as you keep it intact, including this license statement.  
	In no manner are you allowed to sell this component Suite or components descended from this Suite.  If you desire to sell a substantially similar component based on this Suite, please contact RiverSoftAVG for details.


PURCHASING A COMMERCIAL LICENSE

Those desiring to purchase a commercial license of the product can do so in two ways:
	Purchase a commercial license through RiverSoftAVG
	Submit a component or chart to be accepted for inclusion in the RiverSoftAVG Charting Component Suite.  
	RiverSoftAVG is the sole arbiter of whether a component or chart may be accepted into the component Suite.  Examples of components/charts that would be accepted include new, different chart types such as org chart or gantt chart or a 3D chart panel.  Examples of components/charts that would not be accepted into the Suite are minimally derivative charts, such as ones that change the colors of chart elements.

Upon acceptance into the RiverSoftAVG Charting Component Suite, you grant RiverSoftAVG the right to:
	Distribute the accepted software and source as part of the RiverSoftAVG Charting component Suite
Give the same rights (commercial or non-commercial) to users of the RiverSoftAVG Charting component Suite for your accepted software
	Develop and distribute commercial programs using your software.
	Include the RiverSoftAVG Charting Component Suite (and possibly a commercial license) in its other component solutions, commercial and non-commercial.
	Upon acceptance into the RiverSoftAVG Charting Component Suite, you do NOT grant RiverSoftAVG the right to:
	remove or alter your copyright, trademark, or other proprietary rights notice contained in any portion of your units, source code, or other files that bear such a notice.
	Sell your software as its own, except for inclusion in the RiverSoftAVG Charting Component Suite
	If you purchase a license later, you cannot revoke these rights for the accepted software.


LIMITED WARRANTY
RiverSoftAVG SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  ALL OTHER IMPLIED TERMS ARE EXCLUDED.

Specifically, RiverSoftAVG makes no representation or warranty that the software or documentation are "error-free," or meet any user's particular standards, requirements, or needs.  

RiverSoftAVG is not responsible for, and does not make any representation, warranty, or condition concerning product, media, software, or documentation not manufactured or supplied by RiverSoftAVG , such as third-parties' programs that are designed using RiverSoftAVG software or which include RiverSoftAVG programs or files.

GENERAL TERMS THAT APPLY TO THIS SOFTWARE
The license granted in this statement for you to create your own compiled programs and distribute your programs using the software in this package is subject to all of the following conditions:

1.  All copies of the programs you create must include a valid copyright notice, or RiverSoftAVG's copyright notice on your product label.

2. You may not remove or alter any RiverSoftAVG's copyright, trademark, or other proprietary rights notice contained in any portion of RiverSoftAVG units, source code, or other files that bear such a notice.

3. RiverSoftAVG provides no warranty at all to any person, other than the Limited Warranty provided to the original purchaser of this package.

4. You will remain solely responsible to anyone receiving your programs for support, service, upgrades, or technical or other assistance, and such recipients will have no right to contact RiverSoftAVG for such services or assistance.

5. You will indemnify, hold harmless, and defend RiverSoftAVG from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney's fees, that arise or result from the use, reproduction, or distribution of your programs.

6. Your commercial programs must be written using a licensed, registered copy of this RiverSoftAVG product.  Programs for non-commercial use do not need a license.

7. You may not use RiverSoftAVG's name, logo, or trademarks to market your programs, except to state that your program was written using this RiverSoftAVG product.

8. All RiverSoftAVG units, source code, and other files remain RiverSoftAVG's exclusive property.

This statement shall be construed, interpreted, and governed by the laws of the State of Maryland, United States of America.



